We illustrate how one can easily derive kinetic energy operators for polyatomic molecules using polyspherical coordinates with very general choices for z-axis embeddings and angles used to specify relative orientations of internal vectors. Computer algebra is not required.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mladenovid [1, 2] and Gatti et al. [3 5] These coordinates are very useful, but are clearly not the most general choices. One choice of coordinates that is not treated is well known to be useflfl for triatomics. Sutcliffe and Tennyson [7] give the kinetic energy operator for triatomics using polyspherical coordinates in a very general forin, and one finds that their expression having the body-fixed z axis lying between the two vectors to be very useful. For example, taldng tile body-fixed z axis to bisect the HOH angle in water gives quite good separation between rotation and vibration.
One can see that this type of embedding might also be useflfl fl)r systems of more than three atoms. Furthermore, for tetraatomics, it can be useful to have one of the internal angles giving the relative position of two light atoms, while another vector defines the body-fixed z axis, e.g. having tile HCH angle in formaldahyde a coordinate while the heavy CO group defines the body-fixed z axis. In addition, it may be desirable in this example to define the orientation of HCH as a unit vector relative to CO. While the first is possible using Mladenovid's [6] local axis coordinates, the second is not. Ir. this work we will present a method for the derivation of kinetic energy operators for comdinates that encompass all of these choices. 
where m_ is the mass of nuclei o_, and i runs over z, y, and z. we find that
where the reduced mass factors are given by 1 _ Z (4)
One can choose M so that -2-1 is non-zero only when/3 =/3', but that is not a requirement #B3' of our theory. So far we have done nothing new.
We next re-write the kinetic energy operator in the symmetric form
where t means complex conjugate acts to the left. Since the (:enter of mass decouples from the rest of the internal coordinates, in the sum we will take/3 and/3' to run from 1 to N-1.
We then seek expressions of tile form 
ll'
where Thus once we know g, we can very easily form G and hence the kinetic energy operator. 
The associated angular mometum vector is given by
\Ve will define a body-fixed z axis to be along S, thus to rotate vectors to this frame of reference, we will rotate by the rotation matrix A(6, 0, 0) (see Edmonds[12] and 12ef.ll for rotation conventions), i.e. _f = A(6, 0, 0)S = (11) and CSC _0 \' 
--_X i --Yjl tJl_ j l with g(1) given in Table  I ,. and Ol made up of _5_,0 L_,_f and L_ I. substituted into Eq. 5 to yield the kinetic energy operator: , which takes the first vector to the body-fixed z axis and the second vector to the angles 02 and ¢.). The second rotation is by A(0, 0, ¢2), which takes the second vector to the x-z plane. The final rotation is A(0, at)2, 0), where a is a parameter running from zero to one.J7] When a = 0, ttle body-fixed z axis is along the first vector, while when a = 1, the body-fixed z axis is along the second vector, and when a = 1/2, the body-fixed z axis bisects the two vectors.
We begin by considering only the first two rotations. We have
where 0 h is the same as Oe_ except that the angular mom entu,rn operators have been rotated to the body frame of the triatomic. These will be denoted I, xqF and LyB1 y. 
To complete the transformation, we need to express the angular momentum operators in terms of 577°and the total angular momentum operators. We start by. eliminating L_ F and Lyqv by introducing the total angular momentum vector J. We have to be careful here.
In the space fixed frame, For the most part, the introduction of the third rotation i,; straightforward. \\_ insert a resolution of the identity so that Eq. 24 becomes 
i.e. the fifth column of the result so far needs to be aumented by -ai times the third column.
Combining all of this together, we have this expression into Eq. 5 we obtain the expression of Sutcliffe and Tennyson [7] for their z-axis embedding coordinates.
It should be noted that g (2) in Table II 
It should be noted that the rotation by bill2, b'}'_2 has no effect on the kinetic energy for
J=0.
Kinetic energy operators using the embedding defined by b have never been used before, and it would be very interesting to explore the benefits that arise from allowing b to be different from 0 or 1. One example that immediately comes to mind is this allows the z axis to be aligned with the symmetry axis for XH3 molecules at the equilibrium geometry.
Although we do not do so here, it should be straightforward to introduce Eckart rotations at this point. However, in contrast to the two vector case, it will not be possible to satisfy the Eckart relations by varying a single parameter.
VI. FOUR VECTORS
\\;hen we havefour vectors,one carl usethe results of a single vector and the results of three vectors,or one can use the results for two vectors twice. The former caseis exactly analogousto the three vector casetreated above. Following the pattern given before,one can easily derive the appropriate g(4) for either case. Since CH4 is a molecule of interest to us, we will only consider the case when we use two vectors twice.
As in the three vector case, we need to change the two veer:or notation. For the first two vector sub-part, we will call the angular momentum _12, the body-fixed frame defined for it bf12, and the guler angles (_2, /312, and 712. The quantities for the second two vector sub-part are defined analogously, except with the subscript 34. We will take o12, /312, and %2 to define the body-fixed fl'ame BF(= bf12), so that we have for fl = 1 and 2, The matrices g can be very easily built up from the results flom fewer numbers of vectors, and the kinetic energyoperator coefficientsare simply given by dot products of cohnnnsof g.
Non-orthogonal coordinatesystemsposeno formal difficulty howeverin practice, much more complicatedexpressionsarise. We also show how to generalizethe a parameterized axis embedding of Sutcliffe and Tennyson [7] to more than t.tHee atoms.
One motivation for this work was the derivation of the expressions for the four vector case using non-orthogonal coordinates.
One may ask why one would want to use non- OH.
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